Introduction {#sec1}
============

Viral capsids are symmetric assemblies of identical protein units in icosahedral symmetry or helical symmetry.^[@ref1]^ Especially, icosahedral symmetry of capsids has intrigued many mathematical and computational studies because against the straightforward prediction, an icosahedrally symmetric capsid is not necessarily composed of 60 identical proteins: several identical proteins can make a protein unit; the number of the composing proteins of a capsid is generally 60 multiplied by *T*, where *T* is the integer named "triangulation number".^[@ref2]^ By considering embeddings of the surface of an icosahedron into a hexagonal lattice, Casper and Klug have proposed the principle of quasi equivalence to explain the mathematics of this structural feature. Although their theory is widely used to classify virus species, the experimental structures of papovavirus capsids have been reported to be deviating from the theory and the more general viral tiling theory has been proposed.^[@ref3]^ Many mathematical and theoretical studies including the tiling theory have thus been performed for the interests in the structure and energetics of icosahedrally symmetric viral capsids.^[@ref4]−[@ref7]^ In the field of crystallography, symmetry has been used to reduce the degree of freedom^[@ref8]^ and many X-ray structures have been determined. Recently, some large viral capsids, including that of HIV-I, have been shown to be not perfectly symmetric^[@ref9]^ but the structures of other small icosahedrally symmetric capsids are a mine of information for viral research, including the development of effective antiviral compounds.^[@ref10]^ In the field of simulation, the rotational symmetry boundary condition (RSBC) has been proposed to accelerate molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of symmetric protein assemblies.^[@ref11],[@ref12]^ The calculation of the energy of an entire capsid can be restricted by the RSBC to a single asymmetric unit (a computational cell or cell), and the calculation can be accelerated by 2 orders of magnitude. The RSBC has been implemented in the MD program APRICOT^[@ref13]^ and used for studies of the icosahedrally symmetric capsids of rhinovirus,^[@ref12]^ poliovirus,^[@ref14]^ foot-and-mouse disease virus,^[@ref15]^ and hepatitis B virus.^[@ref16]^ An MD simulation has also been performed for a glycogen phosphorylase crystal in *P*4~3~2~1~2 symmetry using RSBC.^[@ref17]^ Furthermore, the elaborate simulation in RSBC using a pentamer of the icosahedron for the computational cell has been performed and the effects of nonphysical microscopic symmetry imposed by RSBC near the axes have been deeply analyzed to estimate the validity and limitation of RSBC.^[@ref18]^

On the above background, the authors present a new software library, CAPLIB, for the modeling and analysis on the structure of the icosahedrally symmetric capsid. Although this study is not directly related with simulation methods, the basis of RSBC is briefly described as follows because the concept of RSBC is used. Because a capsid is composed of 60 identical protein units, an atom is denoted by the combination of the atom number *k* and the protein unit number *p* shown as a subscript (i.e., *k~p~*). Each atom is also specified by *k* and the cell number *c* shown as a superscript (i.e., *k^c^*). *k* ranges from 1 to *N*, where *N* is the number of atoms in a protein unit. *N* is also equal to the number of atoms within a cell. *p* and *c* take values from 0 to 59. [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the shape of the cell and the standard coordinate axes adopted in this study. The rotation matrix of icosahedral symmetry is written as *R*\[*c*\]. The position of an atom within cell 0 can be rotated with *R*\[*c*\] onto the position of the then equivalent atom in cell *c*, as followswhere **x** denotes the atomic coordinates. Similarly, the position of an atom of protein unit 0 is rotated with *R*\[*p*\] onto the position of the equivalent atom of protein unit *p* as followsThe 60 rotation matrices, *R*\[*p*\], make an algebraic group named the "icosahedral group", or, more precisely, "pure rotation subgroup of icosahedral group, *I*". The group *I* is also written as "alternating group, *A*~5~". The multiplication of two rotation matrices, *R*\[*q*\] and *R*\[*r*\], is equal to another rotation matrix, as follows[Equation [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be expressed in an algebraic form as followswhere ≡ and ⊗ denote equality and multiplication, respectively. The multiplication can be performed using the "group table".^[@ref12],[@ref19]^ The neutral element is written as 0 in the present study. The inverse matrix can be written as follows, using a negative number for the rotation matrix indexBecause the cell numbers and the rotation matrices are related by a one-to-one correspondence, the set of all cell numbers makes the group that is isomorphous to the group of rotation matrices, i.e., the group *I*. Similarly, the set of all protein unit numbers forms the group *I*. Thus, [eq [5](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"} is not only applicable to the rotation matrices but also to both the cell numbers and protein unit numbers. As shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, each cell is partitioned from the surrounding by four partition planes. It should be noted that the normal vector of each partition plane is equal to the rotation axis of one of the 2-fold rotation matrices. As there are 15 2-fold rotation matrices, there are 15 partition planes. Each partition plane passes through the center of the capsid to bisect the entire capsid into upper and lower regions. Thus, cells are defined by the partition planes, as shown in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} (partition table) of a previous article.^[@ref12]^ The cell number for atom *k*~*p*~ is written *cl*(*k*~*p*~), where *cl*() is referred to as the "cell number function". Similarly, the "protomer number function", *pr*(*k*^*c*^), returns the protein unit number of atom *k*^*c*^. If the coordinates of atom *k*~*p*~ are known, the coordinates of atom *k*^0^ are determined according to the following "packing operation"Applying the rotation matrix *R*\[*c*\] to both sides, the coordinates of *k*^*c*^ are determined as followsThusIf *p* is zeroThe protein unit number can be determined by [eq [8](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"} or [9](#eq9){ref-type="disp-formula"} from the cell numbers, *cl*(*k*~*p*~) or *cl*(*k*~0~). Furthermore, to calculate intercell interactions, the "relative protomer number" for an atom pair (*i*^*c*^, *j*^*d*^) is defined as *pr*(*j*^*d*^)⊗(−*pr*(*i*^*c*^)). If *i*^*c*^ and *j*^*d*^ are connected with a bond, *c* and *d* should be equal; i.e., *pr*(*j*^*d*^)⊗(−*pr*(*i*^*c*^)) should be 0 (interprotein unit bonds are neglected for simplicity). From [eq [9](#eq9){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the following is obtainedLetting *c* be 0If the left-hand side of the above is equal to 0[Equation [12](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"} presents a necessary and sufficient condition for atom pair (*i*^0^, *j*^*d*^) to be an intraprotein unit pair. [Equations [8](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[12](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}, known as "protomer number equations", are necessary for the accelerated RSBC calculations using the packing operation.

![Asymmetric unit (cell) for icosahedral symmetry. (a) A regular icosahedron surface is seen from a 2-fold rotation axis (*Z*-axis). The surface of the icosahedron is composed of 20 regular triangles, each of which is divided into the three identical oblique quadrangles. The black oblique quadrangle denotes the cell labeled 0. The integers denote the numbers of other cells. (b) A cell is surrounded by the four partition planes. The edges of the cell are a 5-fold axis, 3-fold axis, and two 2-fold axes. The apex of the cell is the center of the capsid. The volume of a cell is infinitely large, but we sketched only the bottom of the pyramid for clarity. In particular, a cross section of the cell with the icosahedron surface is shown.](ao-2018-00277w_0001){#fig1}

###### Rotation Matrices A, B, C, and D

  matrix   definition
  -------- ------------
  A        
  B        
  C        
  D        

The above mathematical devices have been implemented in the program APRICOT.^[@ref12]^ However, our previous studies have been restricted to nine cells, including cell 0. The complete mathematical and programing devices concerning all 60 cells are determined and implemented to CAPLIB, as shown in the following sections.

Theoretical Basis {#sec2}
=================

The coordinate system adopted for APRICOT and CAPLIB is shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a. This is equal to the "Z(2)-3-5-X(2)" system of VIPERdb^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ and is used for many Protein Data Bank (PDB) files,^[@ref22],[@ref23]^ including the 2PLV file of poliovirus. It should be noted that the method for labeling the 60 cells is arbitrary, but the authors adopted a black-filled quadrangle ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a) for "cell 0", as in the 2PLV file. The other 59 cells were labeled using [eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where the rotation matrices R\[*m*\] were defined as followswhere A, B, C, and D are, respectively, the 2-fold rotation matrix, the 2-fold rotation matrix, the 3-fold rotation matrix, and the 5-fold rotation matrix, as shown in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. The integers, *J*, *K*, *L*, and *M* range from 0 to 1, 0 to 1, 0 to 2, and 0 to 4, respectively, and *m* is equal to *M* + 5*L* + 15*K* + 30*J*. This labeling method for the rotation matrices (and thus the cells and rotation matrices) using [eq [13](#eq13){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq13){ref-type="disp-formula"} is not adopted in the present 2PLV file. [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b00277/suppl_file/ao8b00277_si_001.pdf) shows the group table for the rotation matrices. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the development of the icosahedron surface depicting the cell labels. All partition planes are defined in [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} and are depicted in [Figures S1 and S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b00277/suppl_file/ao8b00277_si_001.pdf). [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} shows the complete partition table.

![Development of the icosahedron surface. The 20 regular triangles are drawn with red lines. A three-dimensional icosahedron can be folded using the red lines for mountain creases. Each regular triangle is divided into three identical small quadrangles, of which the shape is shown in the inset. The quadrangle is an asymmetric unit of icosahedral symmetry and is used for the cell in this study. The intersection points of the red lines depict the 5-fold axes, those of the black lines depict the 3-fold axes, and those of the red lines and black lines depict the 2-fold axes. The small filled black rectangles are added only to indicate the orientations of the cells. The symbols *X*, *Y*, and *Z* in blue denote the *X*-, *Y*-, and *Z*-axes, respectively, and the underlined *[X]{.ul}*, *[Y]{.ul}*, and *[Z]{.ul}* denote their inverse directions. The cell numbers (from 0 to 59) are denoted in light blue, and the 5-fold axis numbers (from 0 to 11) are denoted in black. Each of the green lines connects the same position in the three-dimensional space.](ao-2018-00277w_0002){#fig2}

###### Normal Vectors of Partition Planes[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  plane   normal vector
  ------- ---------------------------------
  0       ^t^(−(1+√5)/4, 0, 0)
  1       ^t^(−(1+√5)/8, 1/4, (3+√5)/8)
  2       ^t^(1/4, (3+√5)/8, (1+√5)/8)
  3       ^t^(1/4, (3+√5)/8, −(1+√5)/8)
  4       ^t^(−(1+√5)/8, 1/4, −(3+√5)/8)
  5       ^t^((3+√5)/8, (1+√5)/8, −1/4)
  6       ^t^(0, 0, −(1+√5)/4)
  7       ^t^(−(3+√5)/8, −(1+√5)/8, −1/4)
  8       ^t^(−(1+√5)/8, −1/4, (3+√5)/8)
  9       ^t^((1+√5)/8, 1/4, (3+√5)/8)
  10      ^t^(−1/4, (3+√5)/8, (1+√5)/8)
  11      ^t^(−(3+√5)/8, (1+√5)/8, −1/4)
  12      ^t^(0, (1+√5)/4, 0)
  13      ^t^(−(3+√5)/8, (1+√5)/8, 1/4)
  14      ^t^(−1/4, (3+√5)/8, −(1+√5)/8)

Transposition of a vector is denoted by a superscript t.

###### Complete Partition Table[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

       partition planes                                                                                 
  ---- ------------------ ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
  0    --1                1     1     --1   --1   0     --1   --1   1     1     1     --1   1     1     --1
  1    --1                1     1     1     --1   1     --1   --1   1     1     1     --1   1     1     0
  2    0                  1     1     1     --1   1     --1   --1   1     1     1     1     1     1     1
  3    1                  1     1     0     --1   --1   --1   --1   1     1     1     1     1     1     1
  4    1                  1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   1     1     1     0     1     1     --1
  5    --1                1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   1     1     1     --1   --1   0     --1
  6    1                  1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   0     1     1     1     --1   --1   1     --1
  7    1                  1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   1     1     1     0     --1   --1   1     --1
  8    0                  1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   1     1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  9    --1                1     0     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  10   --1                1     1     --1   --1   1     --1   --1   1     1     1     --1   0     --1   --1
  11   --1                0     1     --1   --1   1     --1   --1   1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  12   --1                --1   1     0     --1   1     --1   --1   --1   1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  13   --1                --1   1     1     --1   1     --1   --1   --1   1     0     --1   1     --1   --1
  14   --1                1     1     1     --1   1     --1   --1   0     1     1     --1   1     --1   --1
  15   1                  1     0     --1   1     --1   --1   1     1     --1   1     1     1     1     1
  16   1                  1     --1   --1   1     --1   --1   1     1     --1   1     1     --1   1     0
  17   1                  1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   1     1     0     1     1     --1   1     --1
  18   1                  1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   1     1     1     1     1     0     1     --1
  19   1                  1     1     --1   0     --1   --1   1     1     1     1     1     1     1     1
  20   1                  1     1     1     1     --1   0     1     1     --1   1     1     1     1     1
  21   1                  1     1     1     1     --1   --1   0     1     1     1     1     1     1     1
  22   1                  1     1     1     1     1     --1   --1   0     1     1     1     1     1     1
  23   1                  1     1     1     1     1     1     --1   --1   0     1     1     1     1     1
  24   1                  1     1     1     1     0     1     1     --1   --1   1     1     1     1     1
  25   1                  1     --1   0     1     --1   1     1     1     --1   1     1     1     1     1
  26   1                  0     --1   1     1     --1   1     1     --1   --1   1     1     1     1     1
  27   1                  --1   --1   1     1     --1   1     1     --1   --1   --1   1     0     1     1
  28   1                  --1   --1   --1   1     --1   1     1     0     --1   --1   1     --1   1     1
  29   1                  1     --1   --1   1     --1   1     1     1     --1   0     1     --1   1     1
  30   0                  --1   --1   --1   1     --1   1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  31   1                  --1   --1   --1   1     --1   1     1     --1   --1   --1   1     --1   --1   0
  32   1                  --1   --1   1     1     0     1     1     --1   --1   --1   1     --1   --1   1
  33   --1                --1   --1   1     1     1     1     1     --1   --1   --1   0     --1   --1   1
  34   --1                --1   --1   0     1     1     1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  35   --1                --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   1     1     0     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  36   --1                --1   --1   --1   --1   1     1     0     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  37   --1                --1   --1   --1   --1   1     0     --1   --1   1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  38   --1                --1   --1   --1   --1   0     --1   --1   1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  39   --1                --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   1     1     0     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  40   1                  --1   --1   --1   0     --1   1     1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  41   1                  0     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  42   1                  1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   1     1     --1   --1   0     --1   1     --1
  43   1                  1     --1   --1   1     --1   0     1     1     --1   --1   1     --1   1     --1
  44   1                  --1   --1   --1   1     --1   1     1     1     --1   --1   1     --1   0     --1
  45   --1                --1   1     1     1     1     1     --1   --1   0     --1   --1   1     --1   1
  46   --1                --1   1     1     --1   1     1     --1   --1   1     --1   --1   1     --1   0
  47   --1                --1   0     1     --1   1     1     --1   --1   1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  48   --1                --1   --1   1     0     1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   --1
  49   --1                --1   --1   1     1     1     1     --1   --1   --1   --1   --1   0     --1   1
  50   --1                --1   1     1     1     1     1     --1   --1   --1   0     1     1     --1   1
  51   --1                --1   --1   1     1     1     1     0     --1   --1   --1   1     1     --1   1
  52   1                  --1   --1   1     1     1     1     1     --1   --1   --1   1     1     0     1
  53   1                  --1   0     1     1     1     1     1     --1   --1   1     1     1     1     1
  54   0                  --1   1     1     1     1     1     --1   --1   --1   1     1     1     1     1
  55   --1                --1   1     1     1     1     1     --1   --1   1     1     0     1     --1   1
  56   --1                0     1     1     1     1     1     --1   --1   1     1     1     1     1     1
  57   --1                1     1     1     0     1     --1   --1   --1   1     1     1     1     1     1
  58   --1                1     1     1     --1   1     --1   --1   --1   1     1     --1   1     0     1
  59   --1                --1   1     1     --1   1     0     --1   --1   1     1     --1   1     --1   1

The numbers 1 and −1 denote the upward and downward directions of the planes, respectively. The number 0 denotes both directions. The direction of the normal vectors in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} is defined to indicate the upward direction.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

As described in the preceding section, we developed the software library CAPLIB. Most of the CAPLIB programs were written in C language for use on Linux and MacOS machines. The main modules of CAPLIB are CAPGEN, CAPROT, CAPAXIS, and CAPPACK. The interface scripts to the graphics software PyMOL^[@ref24],[@ref25]^ were also developed in Python language.

CAPGEN reads a PDB file and outputs the file after the B factors of atoms are replaced with the cell numbers. CAPGEN runs by the Linux or MacOS command "capgen -c0 -v -tp file1 \> file2", where "capgen" is the name of the executable file of CAPGEN, "-c0" indicates that no rotations are applied, "-v" denotes that cell numbers should be printed, "-tp" denotes that the cell numbers are defined by [eq [13](#eq13){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq13){ref-type="disp-formula"}, "\>" denotes the output redirection of Linux, and file1 and file2 are the input and output PDB files, respectively. CAPGEN can also generate the entire capsid structure by the command "capgen -c 0-59 -tp file1 \> file2", where "-c 0-59" indicates that the entire capsid structure should be generated. Furthermore, CAPGEN can be used to generate any protein units selected by users. For example, the structure of the protein units 0, 2, 5, 6, and 7 can be generated by the command "capgen -c 0, 2, 5--7 -tp file1 \> file2", as shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The atomic coordinates in file1 are rotated with *R*\[0\], *R*\[2\], *R*\[5\], *R*\[6\], and *R*\[7\] and stored in file2. When the option -tp is omitted, the labels of rotation matrices adopted in the BIOMT lines of "file1" are used. The option "-m fileR" indicates that the matrices written in "fileR" are used for the rotation by CAPGEN.

![Structures of the protein units 0, 2, 5, 6, and 7 of the 2PLV of the poliovirus capsid generated by "capgen -c 0, 2, 5--7 -tp pdb2plv.ent", where heteroatoms are not shown. The direction of visualization is the same as that in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a.](ao-2018-00277w_0003){#fig3}

CAPAXIS reads a PDB file of icosahedrally symmetric capsids, which contain 60 rotation matrices in the "BIOMT" lines, and prints the rotation axes and angles adopted. Some PDB files of icosahedrally symmetric capsids have more than 60 matrices, but those files are not supported by CAPAXIS. If many PDB files are given to CAPAXIS, as "capaxis file1a file1b file1c \...", the files are classified using the rotation axes. A sample of the results by CAPAXIS is shown in [Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b00277/suppl_file/ao8b00277_si_001.pdf). If option "-l" is added (i.e., "capaxis -l file1 \> file2"), CAPAXIS treats file1 as a list of PDB file names. A sample of the classification of 458 PDB files is shown in [Figure S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b00277/suppl_file/ao8b00277_si_001.pdf), where the PDB files were classified into 120 groups. The largest group was composed of the 229 PDB files, including the 4RHV file of rhinovirus, and the second largest group was composed of 123 PDB files, including the 2PLV file of poliovirus. The third and fourth groups were composed of 47 and 21 PDB files, respectively. Other groups were composed of fewer than seven PDB files.

CAPROT reads two PDB files and analyzes their rotation axes. Thus, CAPAXIS moves the atoms in the first PDB file onto those of the second PDB file. For example, [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of "caprot pdb4rhv.ent pdb2plv.ent \> output.pdb", in which the 4RHV structure was moved onto the 2PLV structure and the coordinate axes of the two proteins are identical. The translation vectors written in the PDB files are also considered. If the second PDB file is omitted and option -tp is added, the atoms are rotated onto the standard axes of the present study ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). CAPROT is necessary for the comparison of capsid structures and for setting and analyzing RSBC MD simulations.

![4RHV structure was rotated using CAPROT onto the 2PLV position (red). The rotated 4RHV structure is shown in yellow. The direction of visualization is the same as that in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a.](ao-2018-00277w_0004){#fig4}

CAPPACK reads a PDB file and performs the packing operation of [eq [6](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}. If one enters the command "cappack file1 \> file2", the atomic coordinates after the packing operation are stored in file2. If option -v is added, the B factors are replaced by the cell numbers, as shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Although the packing operation is performed by APRICOT during MD simulations in RSBC, the packing operation only considers the atoms in the neighboring eight cells around cell 0. In contrast, CAPPACK can perform the packing operation for any atom in any of the 60 cells.

![Graphics of the output of the packing operation by "cappack -v -tp pdb2plv.ent", where heteroatoms were deleted. The blue thin lines depict cell 0. Atom colors correspond to the cell numbers.](ao-2018-00277w_0005){#fig5}

The Python interface scripts were also developed to use the CAPLIB programs in the graphics software, PyMOL. For example, [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the entire structure of a capsid generated by the scripts. In [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, a PDB file was first loaded to PyMOL and second, the script file was loaded by writing "run caplib.py" in the command window of PyMOL. Finally, by writing the name of the script, "capgen(1)", the CAPGEN module was called to generate the entire structure. The manipulation on each protein unit is simple because the protein units can be selected by clicking the object buttons in the selection panel at the right. The object buttons named "OBJ0", "OBJ1", "OBJ2", \... correspond to the protein units 0, 1, 2, \..., respectively. [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the structure made by a manipulation that was composed of rotations. First, the standard axis for the manipulation was determined by writing the script name of "setaxis(OBJ2, OBJ1)" in the command window of PyMOL. Because OBJ2 and OBJ1 (i.e., protein units 2 and 1) are related with each other by the rotation at a 5-fold axis (see [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a), this script selects the 5-fold axis for the standard axis. Second, by writing "capswch(50,30)", the vector to the center of each protein unit from the origin was calculated. If the angle between the vector and the standard axis is smaller than 50°, the protein unit was rotated by 30° around its rotation axis that penetrates the center of the protein unit and is orthogonal to the standard axis. Therefore, only the protein units near the standard axis were rotated to make a hole at the standard axis.

![Entire structure of the human hepatitis B virus capsid, 4G93. Some protein units are hidden by clicking the PyMOL hidden buttons in the selection panel to show the inner structure of capsid.](ao-2018-00277w_0006){#fig6}

![Set of rotations were applied to the human hepatitis B virus structure, 4G93, and a hole was made at the 5-fold axis.](ao-2018-00277w_0007){#fig7}

This study presented the CAPLIB library equipped with the mathematical tables needed for the modeling and analysis on the complete 60 cells and protein units. By the C programs and Python scripts of CAPLIB, it is possible to perform important calculations of modeling and analysis on the icosahedrally symmetric viral capsids. The source codes of the version β of CAPLIB will be distributed under the 2-clause BSD license^[@ref26]^ after the publication of this article.^[@ref27]^ The authors believe that the CAPLIB library can be widely used under this relatively loose license for the studies on the icosahedrally symmetric capsids.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acsomega.8b00277](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acsomega.8b00277).Group table; partition planes 0--7 on the icosahedron surface; partition planes 8--14 on the icosahedron surface; rotation axes and angles of the 4RHV file; 458 PDB files classified by CAPAXIS ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b00277/suppl_file/ao8b00277_si_001.pdf))
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